Goals of large-scale training simulations include scalability, compose-ability, and extensibility in affordable open systems architectures. System designs that employ, Optimistic Time Warp, predictive contracts, interest expressions, and distributed systems methods offer great potential to accomplish this goal.
INTRODUCTION
Future large-scale military training simulations need to support Unified Commands, Joint Task Force, Training Effectiveness, Readiness, Planning, Interoperability, and Exercises (Worley 1996) for organization and planning in response to a rapidly emerging crisis. A system design capable of supporting train on that level requires a highly complex set of interactions, but neither at one instance in time, nor for every scenario. The heterogeneity of the interactions spread over time can be exploited in a discrete event simulation to better utilize the CPU resources and network bandwidth that must be employed to support large-scale military training simulation.
Time Warp (TW) (Fujimoto 1990) , Breathing Time Warp (Steinman93), and High Level Architecture (DMSO), Data Distribution Manager (DDM) (Cohen 1998) and (Van Hook 1998) filtering (Bassiouni 1997) , offers a tremendous opportunity to direct the computational power of a Wide Area Network (WAN) towards the solution that is needed for the variations in the specific levels of model detail that is needed. But nothing comes for free. The prevalent method of testing a simulation is to run it and see if it works. For a specific scenario, the entity models can or can not be distributed to maintain real-time response to an operator for a given set of hardware. Scenario composition decisions must be made. The simulation capabilities must be sufficiently flexible to support composition decisions.
Because of the cost and size of a training exercise for brigade and above commanders, better methods of evaluating the dynamic complexity in a training scenario need to be employed. The methods exist. We only need to apply the methods to model design, and scenario generation. Then answers for questions such as "How will a scenario analysts know that the simulation will execute in real-time?" can be quantified and answered to some confidence level.
In Optimist Time Warp simulation virtual time can advance as quickly as events are resolved by object methods. When real-time operator interaction is an essential part of the simulation, the Time Warp method provides the opportunity for simulation to complete before the synchronization with the real-time operator. Therefore the computational requirements of an operator command can be separated in virtual time from the bulk of computation. For the virtual time the command is entered, only those events must be satisfied to maintain a real-time view of events to the training audience. Characterization of event effects in the simulation with regression equations gives a quick way to rate the impact of operator decisions.
THE POWER OF PREDICTION
Movement and sensing have been the largest consumers of CPU and network resources. A predictive contract (Mellon 1995) expresses the physical property of an entity's behavior that may be represented by a function for a specific period of simulation time.
The predictive contract's function provides an interacting model with data at a specified time to determine the property of interest and compute the interaction. DIS uses predictive contracts, such as Dead Reckoning, to reduce network traffic. Extending the concept of a predictive contract can further reduce network traffic. The model in this paper uses linear B-splines (Bartels 1987) with 4 segments as the route model for movement. Whereas DIS protocol defaulted to posting one heading and an another either every 5 seconds or if direction varied by more than 10 degrees. Interest Expressions (Powell 1996) complement predictive contracts. Whereas predictive contracts state a function about the entity's behavior, interest expressions define the attributes of interest to the entity about other simulated entities, such as location or frequency. An Interest Manager (Mellon 1995) (HLA) in the infrastructure can then minimize computation between entities as well as the network load by restricting unneeded invocation of entities.
Multi-cast (Powell 1996) is an identification of the specific sets of nodes that need to receive an entity's update based on interest expressions.
ORIGINS OF CONCEPTS
The High Level Architecture (HLA) addresses many of the lessons learned about scalability. Predictive Contracts (Mellon 1995) , Interest Expressions (Powell 1996) , and multi-cast groups (Mellon 1996) are some of the most intensely powerful concepts that will play a significant role in the success of 100,ooot entity simulations. These methods will form the basis of scalability in open system architectures. The DIS Dead Reckoning constraints were simple and allowed for easy addition to a simulation of another simulator. However, as the number of players increased so did the network utilization until either the network was saturated or the CPUs of the players were saturated because of filtering unneeded entity state updates. CPU availability to perform entity modeling reduced inversely to the time spent receiving a PDU from the network and deciding if the PDU was needed on that node. Although advances in network hardware have increased the network bandwidth such that the network constraints have relaxed, the increase in CPU utilization that is needed to filter data and control data in a distributed simulation is a central issue of the HLA Data Distribution Manager (DDM). Key techniques of filtering, predictive contracts, interest expressions, and multi-cast groups, are combined with a Time Warp Mechanism (Fujimoto 1990) 
Time Warp DDES and Model Detail
Optimistic Time Warp with lazy cancellation (Fujimoto 1990 ) assumes that the logical processes (LP), the part of a simulation that produces useful work, can independently execute to completion or to some VT limit. Causality errors are the result of LP interacting at different virtual times. Rollbacks are the mechanism that is used to return the interacting LP with the greatest time to the LP with the lowest time.
The underlaying assumption is that interactions in the simulation do not form a single sequence of events that depend on the outputs of the previous event. A logical process both receives and produces event messages. The objective is to use the inherent autonomy of LPs and gain computational speed from parallelism. In the case of large-scale military training simulations the parallelism comes from distribution of the simulation over Local Area Networks (LAN), and Wide Area Networks (WAN). The logical processes of military simulations correspond to either single entities or groups of entities. To receive the benefit of parallelism from DDES time warp, the distribution of entity models must be accomplished such that highly interactive entities are allocated to one node of the network. Allocation to one node reduces the number of interactions that suffer delay from network latency. Extensive resolution of interactions over the network can reduce the advance of useful work to a conservative time management and completely negate the desired benefit of distribution. The entire simulation could simply advance from one event to the next without any parallelism achieved. Load balancing becomes a function of organizing the simulated entities in a convenient grouping on network nodes to minimize the number of rollbacks introduced by the latency in the network.
Another way of expressing this for an entity in a constructive simulation is "What is a sufficient level of model detail to achieve the training effect and maintain the advance of virtual simulation time to the training audience?" This view of design criteria shifts the focus from a single level of detail about an entity model to "What is the rate of virtual time advance that can be achieved by this mix of models as a function of computation and frequency of interaction?" An example, supply convoys do not need the same level of detail in a behavioral model as a "keyhole killer". A keyhole killer is a scout with an excellent point of view to direct precise artillery fire onto targets. This can significantly alter force ratios The supply convoy model can make a predictive contract over a greater VT period than a scout vehicle finding a location of partial concealment.
Filtering
Work has been done on demonstrating that linear computational complexity, O(N), of 2-D dynamic sectoring (Harless 1995 ) and 3-D dynamic sectoring (Paulo 1997) can be approached. Sectoring and hierarchical filtering methods of proximity detection (Steinman 1995) require dynamic adaptation of the sector size. Predictive contracts (PC) have already been shown to reduce network updates (Mellon 1995) . Filter spaces (Mellon 1996) formed by interest expressions (Powell 1996) coupled with predictive contracts and replicated objects (Agrawal 1992 ) will contribute to successful large-scale simulations. However, the complexity introduced by these concepts must be understood to establish effective control over the inherent interactions of a 1OO, OOO+ entity military simulation. No simple method exists to analyze the complexities. The following model will demonstrate the analysis techniques to investigate the bounds of a feasible solution space for a large-scale military simulation.
Useful Work in DDES
Useful work (Palaniswamy 1994) defines constraints that can be adapted for the purpose of evaluating models under Time Warp. The essential concept of useful work that will be used here is the computation, or event resolution, that becomes permanent with the advance of global virtual time (GVT) (Fujjimoto 1990) . Useful work is a function of the ratio of virtual time advance to computational time. A ratio of 1/1 defines a real-time (RT) environment. Time Warp allows for specific models to have a ratio of less than one and still maintain an effective rate of 1: 1 as long as the event is not continuous and the frequency allows complete resolution prior to GVT. With the constraint of useful work in mind, the question: how do you determine the useful work measure during design and during scenario composition? Useful work, initially, defined a measure for the scheduling order of logical processes to computational resources. This paper presents a combination of methods to improve our insight into a simulation scenario's scale and composition such that a real-time rate of GVT advance can be maintained under external, operator initiated interaction.
THE EXPERIMENT
For a large-scale military simulation and the purposes of this paper assume that an entity has one predictive contract and at least one interest expression. A predictive contract defines the behavior of an entity over a period of virtual time. In the DIS community, Dead Reckoning effectively reduced network updates. Predictive contracts that hold true for a longer virtual time further reduce the frequency of network updates. In a Time Warp DDES time is necessary attribute. At an expiration time, a new virtual time relevant predictive contract must be made and distributed to the network. The interest expression provides the data to a filter mechanism in the network infrastructure (Mellon 1995) to determine where both passive updates and event messages must be distributed. Filtering methods include hierarchical filtering, and proximity detection, and sectoring. Hierarchical filtering (Mellon 1996) as used in the Joint Precision Strike Demonstration (Powell 1996) was deemed successfully and identified that the size of the segment was most important to the success. Proximity detection (Steinman 1994 ) indicated that the size of the grids was most important. Sectoring (Harless 1995; Paulo 1998 ) studies indicate that with dynamic sector adjustment of the size of the sectors O(N) complexity can be obtained. Because of the previous work on filtering method, the following simulation model assumes that near linear computational complexity will be used in large-scale military simulation and will not be addressed in this paper.
Scope of Model
The most controllable and observable portion of a largescale simulation distribution is a single network node and the node's response to simulation events from the network. This study produced a simulation model that characterizes interactions between entities on one node and the arrival of events from other sources in the distributed simulation. The interactions have two responses; a new predictive contract is computed, and the update of the entity is transmitted to the rest of the simulation. Bounds are selected for a full factorial experimental design (Cavitt 1996) . The simulation results are used to determine a regression equation for CPU utilization. The regression equation functions to approximate interaction effects between level of detail in design and the composition of a scenario. The objective is to establish a method that aids in design decisions for software and hardware choices. The combined analysis techniques of simulation and design of experiments provide a powerful tool (Law and Kelton 90; Hood 1993; Donohue 1994; Sanchez 1994) for approximation. This collection of methods can build confidence that a large-scale training simulation composition of models and hardware will be successful. In this context, success is defined as maintaining an overall rate of advance of simulation time as the constraint GVTRT >= 1. The constraint GVTRT>=l was used to determine the upper bounds on the model.
The Simulation Model
The model is designed to maintain near real-time operator interaction. The simulation consists of one node on a network. The node assumes a Optimistic Time Warp Merritt (seconds) Sense (seconds) Organization operating system with lazy cancellation and replicated objects. The basic model is accomplished by having each entity post a predictive contract that expires at some virtual time. When expiration occurs, a new predictive contract must be computed and the new entity description is made available to the distributed system. Event messages by unique categories arrive at different rates. The effect of the event is that some of the entities are selected and caused to compute a new predictive contract. The CPU time to compute a new contract is collected. The number of updates to the network is collected. This is sufficient to demonstrate the complexity of the factor interactions that exist in such a system. 
Factws Defined

(seconds) Sense
A simplification of a military simulation involves number of entities, movement, firing, seeing and being seen, as well as responding to commands. Entities will represent the number of significant objects that assigned to the processing node. Immediate replacement of entities is assumed for this simulation. Movement will be represented by the CPU time required to calculate a new predictive contract. Firing, sensing, and commands come in event messages. Event messages define an interaction event.
Interaction event types have a frequency and an extent. Frequency is measured by how often an event can occur. Extent is the probability that an entity is affected by the event. It is significant to note that for later models each one of these factors can be defined to greater levels of detail and specialization, but that assessment is relegated to future work. The model will establish high and low values for each of these 5 factors. The terms low and high are used to identify the order of the numerical value of the factor in the experiment not the effect. In terms of frequency a low frequency means less frequent than a high frequency, but the low factor is simply the lower of 2 values. For simplicity the 5 factors will be called entities, CPU cost, fire, sensing, and organization, respectively. The simulation model will be run for 3 replicates for both an outer and inner full factorial design with center points using the values for the factors in tables 1,2, and 3.
11.25 18.75 .025 In addition to the boundary simulation run an additional set of simulations was run for an inner factorial experiment with center points to provide additional data for second order analysis. Other designs such as a central composite design could be used for second order analysis. The significant issue in deciding the design approach is cost. In this specific circumstance selecting a full factorial design within the region of the first factors ranges was not prohibitive in either time or resources. The low and high values for the inner factorial are contained in Table 2 . 
--
The low and high factors fire, sense, and organization are used as the means for uniform distributions that varies by -5.0 and + 5.0 seconds. The uniform distribution is used for 2 reasons. The first reason is that an event can occur anywhere within that region. The second reason is that the range provides variability about effects that may result as an operator's command or response to the simulation. The range around the factor also eliminates any bias that can be introduced into the simulation model by having the events arrive at perfectly synchronous rates (Law and Kelton 1990) . The most frequent that an event can arrive is limited by the network latency. The latency reflected in this model is 0.001 seconds which corresponds to the max rate of PDUs that were observed in the 50,000 ModSAF project (Brunett 1998) . The minimum CPU cost was also selected as 0.001 to reflect that the lowest CPU cost was no better than network latency. The high CPU cost matches the cost of a position update from the Close Combat Tactical Trainer (CCTT).
Fire
The category of fire includes close combat, direct fire, and indirect fire. Since an event is carried out at the entity level, the distinction is not significant for this demonstration. For the scope of the current analysis, no entities are declared inactive.
The model assumes replacements are immediately available.
All entities compute a new predictive contract. The predictive contract is the movement model as described in the section of this paper called "Movement Model".
Sensing
Sensing in this model combines response, or electronic counter measures, to being sensed as well as sensing the immediate surroundings as a result of an entity state change. Since the passive updates of all entities are distributed to the network. We assume that the large area sensors are on a separate node and can complete their assessment in a completely autonomous manner.
Organization
The organization accounts for command and control orders that require immediate reaction of the entities. Again the movement model accounts for the CPU utilization of the command and control orders.
Movement Model
Each entity is assigned a route prior to the beginning of the simulation. The CPU utilization for a predictive contract computation and traversal is drawn by selecting N points in x, y pairs from a uniform distribution over the interval of 1 to 1000. The predictive contract represents a route that has N -1 segments. If N is greater than 2 then the route is a linear B-spline (Bartlels 1987). Also an entity speed between the ranges of 0.5 and 8.5 m/s is selected and applied to the distance of the route to calculate the next predictive contract. The distancelspeed is the time that the predictive contract expires. The CPU time utilization for that entity is the (distance in kilometers) * (the CPU cost) for a the respective experiment (see table 2 ). The randomness adds stochastic variation to the CPU time utilization of the entity as well as dispersing the expiration of the predictive contracts. All entities are active at some frequency to compute their next predictive contract. It is important to note that since each entity is unique, as more specialization information to the design detail of the models is available more differentiation between entities is possible. The stochastic variation should be maintained, unless, of course, the design forces synchronization on the entities. Synchronized entities would be the case where more than one entity is modeled under one logical process (LP). In a scenario in which no interaction occurs on an entity, a new predictive contract for the entity only needs to be computed when the existing one expires.
Event Effects
An event effect is a function of the frequency and the extent of the event. The events arrive according to the frequency of the respective factor. Extent provides limit on the engagement size. The model selects a number of entities, K, to be affected by the event. K is drawn from a uniform distribution with a range of 0 to number of entities on the processor. The total number of entities that will be affected by that event will be K * extent. Extent is a probability value. The settings of fire, sensing and organization are 0.01, 0.025, 0.06, respectively. The numbers that were chosen reflect a limited engagement scenario. The number of entities affected by fire and sensing event ranges from a company to companies but only battalion sized groups were affected by organization events at the high factor level for entities.
Simulation L ? Design Of Experiments
The simulation could be run for any combination of the defined inputs to determine the effect. However, this would only provide information for that one set of initialization values. Design of Experiments (DOE) (Law and Kelton 1990; Hood 1993; Cavitt 1996) provides a systematic way to examine a feasible region of the solution space. Systematic analysis of the factors at selected levels can reveal the significant interactions in the system. This simulation used only 5 factors. So a full factorial design that requires 32 separate simulation runs with specific settings of the factors was reasonable to use. Since the simulation approximated one hour of real time in about 5 minutes, the number of experiments to run for an inner and outer full factorial with center points and 3 replications was possible. So it was done. As the number of factors of the simulation increase, fractional factorials can be used for initial screening of significant factors, and factor interaction. Regression analysis of the response of the simulation runs will identify the significant terms of a regression equation.
The regression equation could then be used in place of the simulation model (Law and Kelton 1990) as long as the values of the factors in the regression equation stay within the ranges of the experiment. With Response Surface Methodology (Myers 1995) , techniques such as variance reduction, and gradient estimation can then be employed to better understand the effects in the response brought about by small changes in the input factors. But these methods will not be addressed in this paper.
Factorial Design
The design of experiments (Myers 1995) is as follows where a "-" indicates a low level, a "+" indicates a high level, and a 0 indicates a center level of the factor. For each run 3 replicates were run and random number sequence was not restarted. The first run with the outer factorial did not include the center points. For the second run the random number stream was advanced past the end of its last seed from the first run.
Execution
The length of run of the model was selected to reflect one hour to the training audience. The criteria of GVTRT >=1 was used to judge that the simulation results are in the feasible solution space. One hour was used as the length of time at which the test GVTRT >= 1 was made. Sensitivity analysis was performed on the number of segments in a route. The highest value for the number of segments that met the requirement GVTIRT criteria was 5. All routes were computed to contain 4 segments. At this point each experiment was ran for 3 replicates at each setting of the factors for both the outer, and inner full factorial DOE. Also 3 replicates were ran at the center point of the experimental region. The total was 195 simulation runs. Care was taken to continue the random seed (Law and Kelton 1990). This provided ample coverage of the experimental region for a second order regression equation.
Discussion of Simulation Results.
The CPU time utilization ran from the low value of 0.79% for experiment run 7, up to the high value of 69.57% for run 25. The center runs and the interior full factorial all lay within these extremes.
Regression analysis was conducted. Regression analysis consists of iterative regression of the sample data and removing the terms with the highest p-value until the lowest Mean Square Error (MSE) is found. The lowest MSE for CPU Utilization is 0.000842172. The terms that remained significant at a p-value of 0.05 contribute to the response.
The statistic R and adjusted R2 are 96% and 95% respectively.
The R2 statistic indicates the predictive capability of the regression model. The reduced quadratic model adequately represents the CPU utilization for the region of the experiment. The regression analysis results that were obtained are illustrated in Table 4 .
SUMMARY
This paper demonstrates the feasibility of approximating the resource utilization of a large-scale simulation with the combination of a simulation model, Design Of Experiments and regression analysis.
The only requirement put on the design of the target large-scale simulation models is the identification of CPU utilization weight for the object models of the entities in the military simulation models. The complete set of event interactions are known as a function of software design. The interaction between objects is discretely designed as part of the system. Once a simulation exercise is planned the level of model detail is constrained to the behavior, or resource consumption, of the objects modeled in that scenario. Likewise, the set of object interactions is completely known. The interactions can be segregated into two categories; the preplanned interactions as a result of mission operations, and the training audience operator initiated interaction during the exercise. Unlike time-step that attempts to maintain only the present time, and optimistic Time Warp based methodology can maintain the resolution of preplanned simulation interaction in advance of the real-time perspective of a training audience operator. So the question of "How much CPU resource is needed?' is a function of the object interaction and the CPU utilization of those object methods that resolve the event. Therefore with simple instrumentation of methods during development, or deployment of a simulation object model, the CPU utilization weight of methods can be known. Further division of the simulation exercise into epochs, either fixed or variable duration time intervals of study, can isolate the set of events that must be resolved during that epoch in the planned mission group. This defines a base level of CPU utilization for that epoch on that processor. This paper has demonstrated how to construct such predictive equations. If we extend this method then regression equations that estimate the CPU resource that is need as a consequence of training audience commands is also feasible to develop.
Table 4: Regression Analysis Results
The regression equation is CpuAMean = -0 . 0 5 0 1 +0.000053 Entities -0.0122 Sensing + 0.00128 Organization + 37.7 CpuCost -0.000002 Entities*Sensing -0.00000049 Entities*Organization With these condition recognized thresholds can be determined that can be employed to signal to either simulation technical support of automatic systems that actions need to be taken to maintain the real-time advance of the simulation exercise. Further investigation into this concept will be the subject of future work.
